
 

 

7 Ways to Overcome Life’s Brick Walls 
Shift Your Perspective and Choose What’s Best for YOU! 

Imagine that you're walking on a beautiful mountain trail. The smell of fresh pine trees fills your nose, a gentle breeze cools 
your skin, and your feet pound rhythmically on the dirt trail. Your destination is within sight, and then suddenly –  

WHAM!  

A GIANT BRICK WALL BLOCKS YOUR PATH... 

Level 1: THE VICTIM 
You see the wall and, crestfallen, stare at it, wondering why these kinds of blocks ALWAYS seem to show up in your 
life. You either sit and wait for someone who will fix the situation for you or you give up and return the way you came. 

Level 2: THE FURY 
Fueled by rage, you drop your shoulders and run full speed at the wall. You either break your collarbone (and blame 
someone else for that), or actually bust through the wall and send the bricks flying, hitting many people around you. 
Also, you don’t realize it but you sustain a serious – not yet detected – injury to your ligaments that will cause you 
challenges for the rest of your life. 

Level 3: THE RESPONSIBLE ONE 
You forgive the inconsiderate builder who put a large wall on a clearly marked path, and then you start hatching a 
response plan. You consider going up, around, or even under the wall. You're going to find a way for you to overcome 
this obstacle, and if others benefit as well, that's a bonus. 

Level 4: The Servant 
You reach the wall and find others already there who have encountered the same obstacle. You offer boosts to help as 
many as possible climb over the wall. The importance of reaching your own goal fades as you bask in the enjoyment 
of helping others reach theirs. 

Level 5: THE OPPORTUNIST 
You leverage the available resources and inspire the people around you to get yourself AND everyone else past the 
wall. You work as a team to build a ladder out of some nearby wood and successfully get over the wall. You truly 
enjoy the experience you’ve created from this so-called obstacle and agree to work with your new partners to 
overcome any future obstacles, together. 

Level 6: THE BEING 
Instead of it being an obstacle, you observe the beauty and awe of the wall  and now change your goal from getting 
over it to admiring it in the moment. 

Level 7: THE CREATOR 
You walk right through the wall, leaving it and yourself, unscathed. 

 

Which level would you like to choose? 

Let me know at https://www.tommyacierno.com/contact-me 
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